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We are pleased to be here today to discuss our onqlooking at bow indirect cost,
known,

or 6overhead

as it

woir

is comnly

is charged to federally sponsored research at universities.

So far, our work has been limited to Stanford.
The federal government since World War

11

has been the key

supporter of research activities at universities,

and its

involvement has been generally viewed as beneficial

to the

university comunity as well as to the nation as a whole.. Of the
$69 billion in

planned spending for federal research and

development (R&D)
$9.2 billion-or

in

fiscal year 199', tt

is estimated that about

over 13 percent of all federal R&D funding--will

be spent on research activities at U.S.

colleges and universi.ies.

Despite the positive benefits and the generally good relationships
that have developed over the years between the government and the
university cm nity, there have been some areas of tension and
concern,

particularly over rising charges for indirect costs.

At Stanford,

we have been looking at the kinds of expenditures

included in various indirect cost pools and how indirect costs are
allocated to federal grants and contracts through application of an
indirect cost rate.

(See attachment I for a more detailed

description of bow costs are allocated to federal research.)

Our

focus has been on selected accounts and transaction detail for
fiscal year 1986,

the lbst year audited by the Defense Contract

Audit Aqency (DCAA).

Our purpose was to determine whether or not

C(odes
t 1- Or

costs are accumulated and allocated by Stanford in

accordance with

the established Office of Management and Budget (ORB) guidelines.

Overall,

we found that serious deficiencies in Stanford's cost

allocation and charging practices,
oversight by the Office of Naval
overcbarges to the government.

combined with inadequate

Research

(OUR)

led to significant

We identified a variety of examples

of unallowable and inappropriate costs that Stanford included in
its various indirect cost pools charged to federal research
1986.

in

Although we reviewed only a small portion of the many

transactions Stanford processes annually, the ezamples we found
show that the university did not ezercise the degree of
responsibility one might reasonably have expected,

as Stanford

officials themselves have recently acknowledged.
The allocation process at Stanford is

largely driven by about

90 active Nmmownandmss of gnderstanding (HOgs),

sane supported by

cost analysis studies or especial studies,* between the university
and O0R.

Some of these

Wa~s allowed for significant increases i.n

the allocation of indirect costs to federal research without
adequate support or review.

Our concerns coincide with findings of

the Inspector General of the Office of the Chief of Naval Research
who recently reported,

among other things, that a lack of audit

and legal review by On and DCMA over these MODs may have resulted
in potentially significant overcharges to the government.
As you know,

a number of efforts are underway at Stanford to

resolve these concerns.

In December,
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the Chief of Naval Research

*

appointed a special tean of senior legal and contract
administration staff to review Stanford's accounting and charginq
practices and to work closely with DCAA and other concerned
government agencies in

completing audits and negotiations of

incurred costs at Stanford for fiscal years 1981 through 1969.
Stanford itself has recognized shortcomings in its accounting
system and has recently hired an independent public accounting firm
to assess its

systems and procedures and appointed a special

advisory panel to review and advise on the implementation of
improvements identified.
BACIGmOMD
Over the past 10 years, through fiscal year 1990,

Stanford has

received about $1.8 billion in federal research contracts and
grants (excluding funds for the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center)-including about $605 million to cover indirect costs.
fully appreciate the situation at St•aono

, it is necessary to

uqderstand the basis upon which university research is
the government.

To

funded by

Research entails both direct and indirect costs.

Direct costs are those that can be specifically identified with a
particular sponsored project,
institutional activity.

instructional activity, or other

For example,

the direct costs of research

are items such as the salaries of the investigators,
specific research equipment and materials,
otner hani,

project-

and the like.

On the

indirect costs are those that cannot be identified with

a particular project or activity.
as utility expenses,

These would include such costs

depreciation of buildings, and general

3

university administration costs.

The actual indirect cost rate

car-ged for research is roughly the total indirect costs allocated
to research,

divided by total direct research costs less certain

ezclusions specified by ORB Circular A-21.
Over the years,

a great deal of controversy has centered on

the indirect costs associated with federally sponsored research at
universities.

This is

due,

in part, to the difficulty in

determining what costs should be assigned to research,

particularly

in a university setting where education and research are so closely
intertwined and,

in

part, to the question of how much of the

indirect costs should be borne by the government.

Until 1966,

federal reinbursement of indirect costs was limited to 20 percent
of direct costs.

At that time,

the limit was removed and by 1990,

the-average indirect cost rate charged by universities had risen to
about 50 percent.
Stanford's indirect cost rate hba

been consistently among the

highest of any university in the country.
percent in

Its rates rose from 58

fiscal year 1980 to 74 percent in

fiscal year 1990-

which means that for every $100,000 awarded to cover the direct
costs of a research project,
indirect costs.

another $74,000 is

For fiscal year 1991,

for a rate of 78 percent.

nowever,

added on for

Stanford originally asked

on the basis of questions

raised by a number of investigations currently ongoing at Stanford,
including GAO's,

OUR set a provisional rate1 of 72 percent in

1
lPovisional rates are negotiated at Stanford for forward pricing
or billing purposes subject to later adjustment based on audits of
autual incurred costs.
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This past February, that rate was further reduced

December 1990.
to 70 percent.

ON3 Circular A-21 establishes the principles for determining
costs applicable to grants and contracts with educational
institutions.

it

defines allowable and unallowable costs and

discusses indirect cost pools that should be established for
a.ccumulating and allocating such costs to research projects.

tests for allowability require that costs be (1)
allocable to research projects under the A-21
methods,

(3)

consistently applied,

and (4)

reasonable,

The
(2)

principles and

in conformance with any

limitations or ezclusions established by the circular or by
individually sponsored agreements as to types or amounts of costs.
A-21's definition of =reasonablenessm
or not the cost is

includes determining whether

of a type generally recognized as necessary for

the operation of the institution, and whether or not individuals
responsible for incurring those costs acted with due prudence in
the circumstances,

considering their responsibilities to the

institution, the government,
A-21

and the public at large.

also allows universities to perform special studies to

justify alternatives to the standard A-21
A-21 stipulates that such studies,
appropriately documented,
cost objectives in
(3)

(2)

allocation methodologies.

amonq other things,

(1)

must be

must distribute costs to the related

accordance with the relative benefits derived,

must be statistically

every 2 years and updated,

sound,
if

and (4)

necessary.

four such special studies in place.
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must be reviewed at least
Stanford currently has

ZXA14PLES OF U3RALLOWAaLE AND QLT!STZONASLE
COSTS CRAMED TO FEDERAL RESEARCH
We identified a number of instances in
una.lovable under A-21 were included in

which costs that are

various cost pools, a

portion of which was charged to federal research.

In addition,

we

identified other costs which were inappropriate for charging to the
government.

In the limited time since we started our work,

we

identified over $3.6 million in inallovable or inappropriate
charges,

almost $1 million of which was erroneously charged to the

government.
,-

These include:

Depreciation costs totaling over $400,000,
$184,000 was charged to the government,
athletic department equipment,
and,

-..-

primarily,

of which about

for various items of

including several racing sculls

the yacht Victoria.

Salaries and related administrative expenses,
$700,000,

total ing over

associated with a shopping center owned and operated

by the university, over $185,000 of which was charged. to
federal research.
In both of these cases,

the costs are clearly unallowable as they

directly relate to university auxiliary activities and do not
benefit research.

In addition, we found a number of other

instances of improper charges which are described in

attachment II.

Other items we identified an inappropriate for federal
reimbursement included charges for cedar closet liners and
cabinets,

floral arrangements,

sterling silverware and other silver

items for the President's House,

also known as the Hoover House.

6

Stanford announced

in mid-January of this year that it

would be

withdrawing all the general expenses of the Hoover House,
two other university-owned residences:
Provost's residence),

as well

the Hanna House (the

and the Lake House (the residence of the

Vice-President for Public Affairs).

This withdrawal of costs

included over $2.2 million charged to the G&A pool from fiscal
years 1981 through 1988,

of which the government paid over

$520,000.

These overcharges resulted because Stanford officials did not
carry out their roles and responsibilities in

a manner to assure

only proper costs were passed on to the government.
regard,

Tn this

the controller's offict either did not review,

inadequately

reviewed or otherwise allowed unallowable costs to be charged
improperly to the, government.

3J.so,

the accounting controls over

indirect cost charges related to federally funded research at
Stanford are clearly deficient.

QOURSTIOWS INVLVTNG STANaD'1S AULMOATION
OF COSTS TO FEDERAL RESEARCE
While a selective review of individual transactions can be
revealing,

it

is

the allocation process that has the greatest

potential for significant overcharges to federal research since it

affects all indirect costs.
largely driven by various
past years by ORR.

At Stanford, the allocation process is
WUs and special studies,

accepted

in

Despite the implications these agreements have

for higher cost allocations to federal research,

7

however,

they have

not been subjected to either audit or legal reviews by the
government as required by ONR regulations.
We analyzed several key NHOs and special studies that affect
cost allocations.

We found that some of then include questionable

assumptions, do not provide adequate justifications for the
allocation methodologies used,

as required by &-21, and generally

result in higher allocations of costs to organized research than
the standard A-21,

or so-called "default method,"

Department of Sealth and Suman Services (UHS)

allows.

The

and DCAA have

to OUR that all the HOUs at Stanford be

recently recimended

terminated, which the Chief of Naval Research said will be decided
by April 1.
The potential cost impact to the government resulting from
using the HOUs at Stanford can be illustrated by the MOUs regarding
Stanford's methods of calculating and allocating depreciation.
example,

For

based on an NOU proposed by Stanford and accepted by ONR,

Stanford uses an accelerated method of depreciation for buildings
and improvements rather than the A-21 prescribed straight-line
method, even though it
doing so.

has not provided adequate justification !or

ONR has now recognized this shortcoming and just

recently notified Stanford that it
method without justifying it,
it,

with OwR's approval,

accelerated method,

could not continue to use this

even though Stanford had been using

as far back as 1961.

By using the

Stanford was able to recover $2.3 million more

from the government in

depreciation in

1986 than would have been

allowed under the straight-line method.

S|

In another 4xjAple,
its

OMN agreed to allow Stanford to include in

indirect cost pools the direct costs of certain nonqovernment

grants and contracts that benefit certain general purpose functions
such as the libraries.

However, A-21 specifies that the

determining factor in distinguishing direct from indirect costs is

the ability to identify the costs with a sponsored project, not by
the nature of the goods and services involved.

By charging the

expenses under these grants and contracts to indirect cost pools,

Stanford receives full reimbursement under its grants or contracts
from non-government sources and additional reimbursement from the
goverment through the indirect cost recovery process.
ezaples

of other allocation problems can be found in

Additional
attachment

Special Studies
In

addition to the above,

studies in

Stanford has conducted four special

other cost areas to justify using alternatives to the

A-21 default methods for allocating costs.
studies as the basis for various other MOUs,
by ONR,

affecting cost allocations

Stanford used these
accepted

in

o federal research.

past years
The two

studies we reviewed to date-the library study and the utility

study-do not conform with A-21 criteria, and thus do not provide
Stanford with a valid basis for allocating costs other than by the
default method.
Library Study
Stanford's library study is
things,

A-21

a case in point.

Among other

specifies tnat special studies must allocate costs on

9

the basis of relative benefits derived.

However, Stanford

allocates most library costs on the basis of *cause and effectO.

for exaie,

they allocate technical prowessinr

costs, which

include the costs of the books and preparing the books for use,

to

all library users except non-Stanford users because they maintain
they initially

incur the costs for Stanford users only.

non-Stanford users clearly benefit froa

However,

the purchase of the books,

and therefore should be allocated a portion of these costs.

Since

costs associatea with all users except non-Stanford users are
allocated to research,

the governaefnt pays a higher portion of the

library costs than are justified.
To illustrate the potential effect of using the library
study,

in

fiscal year 1988 Stanford allocated library costs of

$'2.5 million to organized research using the method contained in
the special study.
default method,
research,

According to Stanford's calculations,

under the

only $5.2 million would have gone to organized

a difference of aver 57 million.

Although O1R announced just last month that it was rejecting
the study,

the same study has been used,

allocating library costs since 1981.

with ONR's approval,

for

Sad OUR subjected the study

to audit and legal review before approving it,

the indirect costs

charged to the government might havt been lower.
Utility Study
Another special study tat

has significant

impact on how

costs at Stanford are allocated to federal research is
study.

This study,

the utility

used to allocate the costs of electricity,

10

natural gas,

steam, and chilled water,

and the maintenance costs of

each utility system, was conducted for Stanford by an outside
consultant in
the utility

1981 with major revisions in

1982.

In our opinion,

study also does not comply with A-21 criteria,

other things because it

is

not "statistically

sound.*

among
Stanford's

study included a selection of 10 buildings that were predominantly
used for research,

out of 18 buildings that happened to have

utility meters, and then projected the results to al-L 660 buildings
on campus,

to allocate utility

$15 million.

totalled over
sound'

may be

we do not believe that 10 out of 660 is

sound sample,

varies greatly by building,
condition,

in 1986,

While the definition of "statistically

open to interpretation,
statistically

costs that,

and particularly since utility

a

usage

depeneing upon such factors as age,

type of construction,

type of heating system,

and so

forth.
Although Stanford officials stated that an 0NR engineer agreed
that the sample buildings were reprosentative of the buildings on
campus,

our discussion with his revealed that he was primarily

concerned with ensuring that research space was adequately
represented in

the sample.

However,

since,

based on the study,

utility costs are allocated to research in proportion to
allocations to other cost objectives,

such as instruction,

he

should have also ensured that non-research space was adequately
represented as *ell.
Similar to the library study, OUR has also recently rejected
the utility study until and unless Stanford can provide
11

appropriate justificatic
been in

use,

for its use,

with OUN'S approval,

oer fiscal year 1988,

even though the study has

since 1901.

$6.8 million in

utility

costs were

Accordinq to Stanford's

allocated to organized research.

calculations, utility costs allocated to organised research under
the default method would have been approximately $4.7 million,

a

decrease of $4.1 million for that year.

These allocation examples demonstrate that both Stanford and
OUR failed in

their responsibilities to protect the proper use of

gcvernment funds.

While Stanford has not demonstrated that their

allocation methods are justigied, OKR has all*ved the university to
use such methods for many years without challenge.

Had ONR

adequately reviewed and challenged these studies when originally
proposed,

Stanford would have had to either follow the default

methods prescribed by A-21 or conducted proper studies to justify
any amount more than the default methods allow.
ONGOIWG EPPORTS AT STANMORD
As a result of all the attention focused on Stanford in
months,

several other inquiries have been launched into various

aspects of Stanford's indirect cost recovery practices.
first

recent

reviews.

conducted by the Inspector General

Office of the Chief of Naval Research,
While the IG ad

(IG)

One of the
of the

was concluded last month.

not examine Stanford's accounting practices,

internal controls, or expense vouchers,

12

he did find significant

shortcominqg

in

the CER's administrative practices at Stanford.

Among other things, he found that 01
did not obtain a formal audit or legal review of any of the

--

MOgs or special studies agreed to by OUR between 1980 and
19891
did not properly review the special studies every 2 years as

-

required by A-21i

and

improperly excluded IMS from participating in

-

rather than including it

negotiations,

past

as required by OlS

Circular A-88.
Mile the Z1 concluded that a

0OM

representative's much

publicized estimate of $200 million in overcharges was judgmental
and speculative Ln nature, he also stated that there appears to be
some validity to the representative's concerns that the government
has overpaid Stanford for indirect cost from 1980 to 1989.

We

believe the examples we have provided today lend further credence
to the validity of those conerns.
process in

Fortunately, there is

place to deal with them.

As you know,

in

the Chief of Naval Research,

December,

established a Special University Team,

composed of senior ONR

headquarters and field staff, to do a number of things.
is

now a

The team

to work closely with DCAA and representatives from other

affected agencies to audit incurred costs for 1981
ore*importantly,

it

through 1989.

will review all WOO affecting the allocation

of costs to the government.
supporting that effort and,

That process is
in

continuing.

OCAA is

response to a request from this
13

Sub-ittee,

is also intensifying its

tests of individual

transactions and vouchers.
In addition, Stanford itself

has recognized shortcomings in

its accounting system and in January announced a three-step
approach to deal with these issues.

the first step was to

withdraw all G&A costs involving the Hoover Souse,
the Lake Souse, which I mentioned earlier.

Banna Souse,

and

The second step was to

hire a public accounting firm to independently assess Stanford's
systems and procedures and to recommend appropriate improvements.
The third step was to appoint a special advisory panel to review
and advise on the implementation of improvements racommnded in
Stantord'8s accounting system and other matters related to
accountability for federally sponsored research.
We believe the initiatives that are being taken,
government and Stanford,

both by the

are positive and appropriate steps that

must be taken to bring the problems identified under control.
would be pleased to work with these entities to assist in

"the problems at Stanford.

However,

we

resolving

we believe we nov need to look

beyond Stanford to determine whether the problems identified at
Stanford also exist at other universities and,

if

so,

should be done to protect the government's interest.

what can and
Among other

things, such a determination may call for changes to ORD Circular
A-21 that night be need and an examination of the government's
approach for reimbursing indirect costs at universities.
This concludes my statement,
to answer any questions.
14
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Indirect coesz-ouch as admi•i•.trative

expenses,

utility and

maintenance expenses, and depreciation-are costs that are not
readily and specifically identifiable with a particular sponsored
project, an instructional activity, or any other institutional
activity.

These indirect costs are distributed among various

direct cost objectives,

such as instzuction and "orqzaiZed" or

sponsored research (which at. Stanford is primarily federal
research but also includes non-federal research),

and other

institutional activities which represent the major functions of the
University.
At universities, such comon costs are normally accumulated

seven indirect cost catejories , or "pools, w including
-

depreciation and use allowances,

-

operation and maintenance expenses,

-

general administration and general expenses,

-

departmental administration expenses,

-

sponsored projects ad

-

student services administration expenses, and

-

library expenses.

stion

expenses,

SOme of the indirect cost pools are further broken down into

several cost groups within that pool.

Before indirect costs are

assigned to a p rticular cost pool or cost group, however, they
15
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ATTACMENT I
must fi-rst be reviewed to determine if some or all
might be unallowable under A-21 criteria.

of the costs

Such costs are to be

remved from the accounts so that only the allowable costs in
account are to be charged to each pool.

each

The allowable costs are

then assigned to the appropriate indirect cost pool for allocation
to cost objectives, such as organized research, on the basis of
formula* that are consistent vith the benefits received or other
equitable relationships.

The basis for allocatinq each pool var-.es

but is generally based on what are known as "modified total direct

coots" (M=C) for seach cost objective to which costs are to be.
allocated.

2

For some pools, other bases are used, depending on

what A-21 requires or what the university determines to be a fair
basis for allocation.

Thus a portion of each pool is

allocated tz

each cast objective, as appropriate, including to organized
research.
After all coats have been allocated to the relevant cost
objectives,

the total costs allocated to organized research are

used to determine the indirect cost rate.

The actual rate is

roughly the total indirect costs allocated to organized research

divided by the MTDC base for organized research.

The total cost

allocated to organized research times the federal participation

2KTDCU include salaries and wages,

supplies,

services,

fringe benefits, materials and

.travel,and the amount of any subqrJnts and

KDC specifically excludes, anong
subcontracts up to $25,000 each.
other things, purchased equipment and the amount of subqrants and
subcontracts over $25,000 each.
16
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ATTACMIElfT:

rate in arqanized research, equal. the total indirOCt cotas to be
paid for by the qoverznent for federally spouisred research.

17

ATTACHMENT II

ATTACHMENT
XAPLES OF UNAT-LOWARTY1

COSTS cHARGrD

BY STA~?NoR.D TO E'EDERAL RESEARC

Our examination of selected accounts and transaction detail
identified the following instances in whLch costs were erroneously
charged to te
---

govetnhent:

A~hlel~ic •u1ine.

Stanford erroneously charged $184,286 In

depreciation costs to the government from 1981 to 1988 for

numerous items of athletic department equipment,

including

outboard motors, racinq sculls and, primarily, the 72-foot
yacht, Vicoria.

Stanford officials initially assured us that

none of the costs f or their sailing program or the yacht were
charged to the government.

However,

when we requested

documentation for the actual yacht purchase,
that

depreciation costs for the yacht,

they discovered

as well as for the

other equipment, had erroneously been included in the
equipment depreciation pool charged to federal research.

These charges had been occurring for at least

.0 years,

and

while the costs did not become significant until the Victcria
was purchased, certainly there was a breakdown in accounting
and internal controls that allowed these charges to continue
undetfeted for so long.

The V

was actually purchased in fiscal year 1988 under

what Stanford officials call their "boat donation program."
18
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ATTACHMENT t:'

Under this program, Stanford pays a price well below market
and the seiler OdonatesO the remaining value.

The university

paid only $100,000 for the Vt!J-nr4&, which was appraised at
$1.2 -+Illion.

Sinc

the yacht was recorded at its appraised

value, Stanford had already recorded depreciation of $120,000
the year it was purchased,

of which'the government paid about

$30,000, despite the fact that it paid only $100,000 for tthe
boat itself.

The boat hias been on the sales market for many

months, currently at a price of $475,000.
02=142in

CARIAX Almii1=ea11M.

The Stanford Shopping Center

is en open air mall with several flagship department stores.
It is owned and operated by the university, and thus Stanford
pays for the administration of the center including
administrative salaries and- related expenses.

These expenses

were properly elimnated from the General end Administrative
(G&A)

cost pool in fiscal year 1.985, but erroneously remained

in the pool in fiscal years 1966 and 1.987.

Although the

expenses were properly eliminated in fiscal year 1988, thie
university never corrected the 1986 and 1987 charges.

As a

result, a total of 5707,737 in shopping center costs was added
to the G&A pool for those years, of which the government paid
$185,872.

While such errors highlight a brea*down in

accounting control, of greater concern is the failure on
Stanford's part to correct those earlier years once the error
was discovered.

Stanford officials agree that these charges
19
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ATTACHMENT

vere erroneously left

in

:

the G&A pools in 1986 and 1987 and

have agreed to make adjustment to the government.

However,

they were unable to meplain why corrections were not mad* to
those years once the error wms discovered in 1988.
-

Thiblie
R1A1!io.

0KB Circular A-21 specifical•Ly disallows

costs incurred for public relations activities, yet Stanford
included $7,198 in the G&A pool for producing the e
RepDor,

a semi-annual booklet that was sent to homes in

nearby communities to promote university activities.

The

university also charged $2,164 in travel expenues for a member
of Stanford's Public Affairs office who went to Paris for an
alunni conference on *public relations, pzrtq coverage and
news coverage."

In addition to disallowing public relations

costs, A-21 also disallows alumni activities and specifies
that foreign travel costs for any purpose are allowable only
when the "t-avel has received specific prior approval, which
Stanford did not request nor obtain from the cognizant agency.
Although this example violated several A-21 provisions,
item remained in the G&A pool.
government paid $2,449.

the

For these two items, the

Stanford officials agreed these items

should have been eliminated from the G&A pool.
Adv-ertising Cosmt.

A-21 specifically

states that the only

advertising costs allowed are those necessary to meet the
reuirements of a sponsored agreement,

such as recruiting

personnel, procuring goods and services, and disposing of
20
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surplus materials.
$2,733 in

We determined that Stanford included

the G&A pool for advertisements to promote student

attendance at the sumer session.
$2,274 for nmmerou

The university also spent

advertisements on career week for students

and career placement office services, and $905 to advertise
positions for operating an investment fund, both of which were
charged to the Student Services pool.
advertising prohibited,

Not only is such

but A-21 also specifically

disallows

any costs of investment counsel and staff and similar expenses
incurred for investments.
paid $1,296.

For these items,

Stanford officials

agreed that

the government
all

three charges

were improper.
--

Ente•rtainment

Costs.

Stanford and ONR worked out an MOU In

1979 that allows Stanford to deduct a flat 20 percent of a!.
subsistence costs in the G&A and Departental Administration
pools.

The 20--percnt deduction represents unallowable

entAewainment charges, which eliminates the need to track and
eliminate specific charges.

However,

we identified

several

examples in which subsistence costs were not charged to
subsistence accounts and thus were not reduced by 20 percent.
For exuaple,

Stanford charged over $2,000 for alcoholic

beverages for the Lake House (the university-owned residence
of the Vice President of Public Affairs) which were not
charged to subsistence, resulting in the total costs staying
in the G&A pool.

in addition, we found costs for an office
21
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picnic, a shower,

.Ii.

and a party that likewise were not charged

to subsistence and th•refore, were included in full in the G&A
pool.

been properly recorded, an additional $480

gad thes

would have been eliminated fzm the GQA pool.

Stanford

officials disaqreed that the costs for the picnic, shower, and
party mentioned above were unallowable entertainment.
Instead, they believed they were allowable employee morale,
health and welfare costs under A-21.

However,

they agreed

that all of the above items should have been charged to
subsistence,
-

and thus they should have deducted 20 percent.

A•-±i!i.
-lmdsna~ou

A-21 states that costs of organized

fund raisinq, including financial campaigns, endowment drives.
solicitation of gifts and bequests,

and similar expenses

incurred solely to raise capital or obtain contributions are
unallowable.

Rowever, charges to the G&A pool included $2,01.2

for a donor recognition luncheon at the President's house, an.$1,228 to the library pool for a staff member to travel to
meetings with potential corporate donors.
these charges,

Stanford agreed

for which the government paid $834,

should na.

been eliminated.

Tn addition, we reviewed various fundraisinq transactions
included in Office of Development accounts,

including

thousands of dollars in expenses incuzred for various fundraising dinners, travel costs for visiting prospective donors
22
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and publication costs for various fund-raising booklets.
WLile Stanford excluded various percentaqes from these
accounts to represent unallowable costs,
have adequate dI:ton
For examsle,

we found they did not

to support their calculations.

Stanford excluded 82 percent of the Office of

Development's School Support account from the G&A pool as
unallowable costs.

However,

the university has not been able

to substantiate which specific costs were taken out and which
costs were left

in: thus, whether the 18 percent of costs,

which totalled $328,354,
allowable is

unknown.

that remained in

In addition,

the pool was

another one of the Office

of Development's accounts specified for elimination in
from the G&A pool was only 82 percent eliminated.
remaining 18 percent,

remained in the pool.

equating to $10,900,

full

The

erroneously

As a result, the government paid an

additional $2,851 for this account.
-

udent Ac•ivities.

services,

While A-21 allows certain student

such as admissions,

placement activities,
cost pool,

it

counseling,

and

to be charged to the student se-rvice3

specifically disallows intramural activities,

student publications,

activities.

registrar,

student clubs,

and other student

However, we discovered that Stanford charged to

the pool the full costs of several student activity-related
accounts,

such as the Fraternity Task Force,

$68,324,

of which the government paid $12,489.
23
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We also reviewed several. transactions
services accounts such as

in

other student

freshman orientation.0

identified costs of $589 for movie rentals,
for a student dance and a performance,
and rental of several sound systems,
for baulinq stadent iuqqaqe.

In

We

$875 for two bands

$1,740 for soft drinks

and $2,310 to rent vans

other accounts,

such charges as $2,350 for airport shut.les,

we also found

$900 for a

chartered tour of San Francisco and a "beach trip,"
$2,538 foi

::

furniture for student clubs.

As a

and

result

of these

charges, the government paid $2,072.

Stanford officials disagreed that the orientation accounts
mentioned above are unallowable.
student orientation costs

They stated that their

are pert of a program to orient

students to the campus and improve their

retention.

we believe the examples cited are not appropriate

However,

charges to

the government.

g

-

Pool,

In reviewing the Operations and Maintenance
I.

we came across some costs

that Jo not appear allocable

and should have been disallowed from the pool.
we discovered that the 051
residence-a

For example,

costs of the Chancellor's

residence not owned by the university-are

being charged to the pool even though the-kheelin

1968 and died in

1985.

From 1986 to 1990,

24
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anounted to $218,230,

Because the residence no

$43,931.

capacity,

official
necessa•
costs
stated

of which the government paiLd about

y

doeo

.anqer servies

not benefit research,

and is

for the operation of the university,

should be allocated to research.

in

an
not

none of the

Stanford officials

they believe such costs are appropriate,

since the

aqreement was entered into while the chancellor was alive and
thus represents an ezployee benefit.

25
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Additional allocation Problems We found which resulted in
hi•her allocations of costs to oranized research than the default
method, yet without adequate Justification include:
--

Operatio

and

2ainnncm
(O&Nd coass.

Stanford conducts an

annual space inventory to determine the functional use of
each room in each buildinq.

It

then categorizes all space :c

campus as either academic space or auxiliary space.
spe

is tat

used for academic functions such as

imsrmuction, research, libraries, etc.
space used for nonacademic,

Auxiliary space is

or auxiliary,

functions such as

food and housing facilities, the bookstore,
union.

Academic

and the student

Some O&M costs, such as general ca pus O&M costs,

allocated to academic space only.

are

While Stanford, on the

basis of an MOU accepted by onR, excludes costs associated
with auxiliary functions from the allocations and chargetn
-edirectly to the auxiliaries,

we found that they narrowly

define costs associated with the auxiliaries and thus
elim4i-te relativel- few costs.

For example,

nuse"aus roads that run thrOughOUt the campus.
the costs associated with saintaininq thes

Stanford has
In allocating

roads, only those

costs relating to the relatively few roads that run directly
in front of or to an auxiliary function, such as a dorm, are
26
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charged to the auxiliaries.

The vast majority of roads that

serve the entire campus are assigned only to the academic
space, which thereby results in
to organized research.

a-higher allocation of costs

In 1986,

$4 zillion in

O&K costs were allocated to organized research,
goe

of which the

t paid $3.4 million.

Cauita1
-

general campus

fl ?-Ovmed

Da•

iat

.

SStanford also uses the

space inventory to allocate depreciation costs of capital
improvements,

such as outdoor

.igheing, parking lots, and

Zn 1986, such charges to

general campus landscaping.

organized research totalled over $700,000.

A-21 requires that

suft costs be allocated to user categories of students and
employees an a full-time equivalent basis, with a further
allocation based on the proportion of salaries and wages of
employees in
MOU,

the various functions.

accepted by ONR, which allows it

Stan ord,
t"

however,

has ar

allocate these costs

to academic space on the basis of the space inventory without
adequate justification.

As a result, because a portion of

these costs are allocated only to the academic functions,
higher sarea of them

is

a

being allocated to organized research,

thus to the government.
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AND NXTHMOTDG~lY

Our review was performed in response to a September 7,

request from the Subcoitte
qon
Rouse Cgmittas on gney
charge and allocat

Overnight and investigations,

and Corce,

to examine bow universities

indirect costs to federally sponsored research

grants and contracts.

Stanford University.

1990,

At their request, we began our work at

Our objectives included determining the types

of costs that go into the indirect cost pools and examininq

Stanf~~
ads-maethods o~f allocating them cost pools to organized
research to assess how the indirect cost rates are determined.

In

doing so, we also sought to determine whether adequate internal

controls were in place to ensure that only appropriate costs are
charged and allocated to the government.

We also looked at the

oversight provided by the office of Xaval Research (OUR)

*

the

,cognizant agency responsible for negotiating the indirect cost
rates with Stanford.

To accomplish our objectives,

we met with Stanford officials

to obtain an l4nderstandinq of their accounting and allocation
systems.

We also nmt with OR and Defense Contract Audit Agency

(DCAA) officials to obtain their input on Stanford's procedures
and to determine their roles in the audit and negotiation process.
We net with Office of Management and Budget

(OHS) officials to

obtain addil-Janal back-azund-And VArz&)qeiv4 on the intent and
substance of A-21 and other criteria.
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n of Health and Human Services (HHS),

which is the

cognizant aqency. res"nsible for negotiating indirect cost rat"s at
mot of the colleges

and universities in the country,

and with

officials 9z

the Association of Anerican Universities (AMD),

which issued a

1988 report on its

evaluation of the A-21

indirect

cost system, to obtain additional b,-ckqround on the history of
federally sponsored research at universities,

and to obtain a

perspective on the indirect cost processes at other universities.
As negotiations with Stanford are still open for fiscal years
1981 to the present,

we focused our review on fiscal

year 1986,

the last year audited by =CM, in order to take advantage of
DCA' s experience and findings.

Wher

probls in specific areas

were found, we also reviewed those areas in the Other years as
well.

We judgmentally selected for review 74 accounts from four of

the indirect cost pools on the basis oa the materiality of the
accounts or because, based 4o
appeared warranted to review.

A-21. criteria, such accounts
FPra

these accounts, we selected and

reviewed 219 transactions in liqht of A-21 requirements,
supplemented by discussions with Stanford officials on each item.
As the costs charged to the various direct costObjectives,

including organized research, are influenced more by the methods
of allocation than by individual transactions,

we also reviewed

Stanford's allocation methodologies for charging costs to
organized research, placing particular emphasis on the depreciation
and operations and maintenance (O&M)
29
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allocations are heavily influenczed by Stanford's 90 MoUs and
special studies, we revieved the curreuta

selected XOs against k-21
review of the cost pools.

-mufeset

special studies and

in cMonunction with our

We also revieed Stanford's cmpliance

with those MUs and special studies.
We have also considered the results and implications of other
inquiries at Stanford,

includinq the recently released report by

the Znspector General of tAe Office of the Chief of Naval
Research.

We met with the Chief of Naval Research and with the ONR

special team to determine the status of their onqgling work at
Stanford.

We mot with DCIA officials to determine the status and

approach of their audits at Stanford as well as preliminary

results.

We also discussed with Stanford officials the status of

the review initiated by Stanford which is beinq conducted by a
pubic accomtain

f irm.
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